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Discover the ALTERRA1.com
universe online and its
resin model kits here
This issue’s contributors
include:
Axel Brenon, Renaud Renax,
Allen Ury, Lawstar, Clodius,
Chris Steimel.
For more information, email:
renax@alterra1.com
Cover: The Sharkit box art for
the 1/24 Archnig Bug, now
available again via
Alterra1.com.
First released in 2002/2003,
this limited-edition resin kit has
been out of production for
years. This is just one of the
many arachnid models we
have
released over the last several
years, the most recent one
being the 28mm wargame
GANERK that appears in this
issue.

I am proud to present SEVEN LIVES,
the latest comic in the Dimension
series created by Axel and me. This
story will unfold slowly over several
issues, just a few pages at a time.
This deliberate pacing is necessary
due to the time and skill it takes to
produce a quality comic.

Hell, the robots are still there. So is
their A.I. doctrine: The exo-Alterrian
population, namely human beings, has
reached “critical mass” and is
threatening Alterra’s delicate ecological
balance. And it seems the A.I. is right:
New, incurable diseases, strange
atmospheric phenomena, wild animal
attacks and other troubling occurrences
The action in SEVEN LIVES takes
suggest that the End Times are near.
placed on the distant planet Alterra in But maybe there is still one, last hope:
the year AY 325 during the brutal
The Sons may succeed in sterilizing the
Continental War. We have advanced burgeoning population, halting human
beyond the earlier years in the
proliferation and stabilizing Alterra’s
Alterran mythology in which only
ecological system.
nobles, assisted by robots, fought in
battle.
If only it’s not too late…

This page :
some Axel
drawings,
sutdies for
"SEVEN LIVES"
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GANERK

28mm
WARGAME

28mm WARGAME RANGE
Six leg Alterra - Arachnid Type
Lightly armoured vehicle
Chassis: Arach 10.
Manufacturer: Siler Machines
First year of service: 295
GANERK was conceived for the Coastal War
that started in 296.
Crew: Integrated Robot, Elementary 2nd class.
Primary mission: Fast assault
GANERK runs to enemy lines crossing
trenches and obstacles of all kinds, firing as it
moves. When far from its target, GANERK fires
its rockets. At closer range, it uses grenades.
When seen the front, GANERK presents a
minimal surface target, making it very difficult to
shoot.
Its legs are almost unvulnerable to mines, yet
even with just four legs a GANERK can be a
formidable weapon.
Secondary missions: infantry support, defense.

The picture shows
the model’s actual size.
Note leg positioning

Head sensor: Field density acquisition B
Communication:
Elementary data transmission.
GANERK can also be remotely controlled by a
human operator or a distant robot superior.
Power generation:
Hydronium B-barell
Cruising Speed:
5km/h (Maximum operating duration: 100
hours)
Assault Speed:
60 km/h on a short range only.
Armament:
Rocket launcher: 6 higth velocity, 75 mm rockets
Grenade launcher: 12x 75 mm grenades

KAMPFERD

1/35
Range

This ALTERRA1 VTOL Jet Bike is
built around an advanced turbojet
engine. The cold air flow issued
from the
large diameter nose fan is directed
to both side of the machine,
producing lift. The tail jet exhaust
provides
complementary lift and control. Fuel
tanks are situated at the wing tips.
Painting & decals
are up to your
imagination !

Clodius

Left and right:
Wings, guns, and
wheels are scratchbuilt and melded to
the standard
KAMPFERD kit to
make
a STOL machine.

Renaud

Left: The kit, with some extra detailing, before weathering.
Right: Note the cal. 50 machine gun added by Clodius.
The original kit landing gear is a landing skid.

Clodius

Clodius

GIANT'S CAUSEWAY
MODULAR TERRAIN SYSTEM

For this modular terrain system I was inspired by "Clochán na
bhFómharach",
(in English, "Giant's Causeway"), the well-known historical site
in Ireland.
I sell THE MOLD. You provide the plaster.
Cast all the parts you need for yourself, your friends, your
club…

Above: Cutting th
square box. It’s sie plaster copies with a
size you want. mple and you can choose the
Below: The mold
There are three and a plaster copy.
di
Its difficult to find fferent parts/columns.
an
And plaster is so ything cheaper than plaster.
easy to paint !!

